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C A L L  F O R  P A P E R S

The Inter-American Journal of Philosophy (IJP) is a peer-reviewed biannual online journal of 
philosophy  dedicated  to  publishing  high  quality,  scholarly,  and  original  articles  by 

international scholars in philosophy. IJP is the very first journal of philosophy devoted to 

inter-American philosophy with an inter-American editorial board that includes prominent 
philosophers from North, Central, and South Americas.  Our goal is to help bridge the gap 

in philosophy between the Americas by fostering a new philosophical dialogue, and inform 

readers of some of the leading-edge work in philosophy in all of the Americas. 
  

Some of the features of the IJP site are:  

• Content available in English, Spanish and Portuguese. 

• IJP is a public forum to share & post news about publications, books, reviews, news, 
upcoming events and conferences. 

• Helpful links to videos, images, and other philosophy sites. 

The  journal  seeks  to  publish  articles  focused  on  past,  present  and  possible  future 

philosophical  connections  between  philosophers  and  philosophic  traditions  in  different 
parts of the Americas.  Examples of topics include:  

(1) North  American  and  Latin  American  Philosophy:  the  mutual  influence  of  philosophy 

done in the north and the south or a fruitful comparison of the philosophical insights of 
prominent philosophers on both sides of the continent. 

(2)  Latin American Philosophers on Past and Present Philosophical Traditions: examination 

and elaboration of the important contributions of philosophers in Latin America to past 
and present problems in the Analytic and Continental traditions. 

(3)  Philosophers  on  the  common  ideals  and  common  socio-political  problems  of   the 

Americas 
(a) Democracy: its Nature and its Problems in the Americas 
(b) How can philosophy contribute to the amelioration of the common problems of 

North and South America?   

(4)  Philosophical ideas and debates about the identity of the Americas and their ideal 
relationship. 

(5)  Philosophy of technology and science in the Americas    

(6) Environmental Ethics in the Americas   
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